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What is EUNIS today?

More than 2000 professionals

More than 30 Countries

120 different Institutions

19 Consortia and Organisations
EUNIS Structure

General Assembly → Board (12)
- Executive Secretary
- President Admin

President (Vice President) →
- Secretary
- Tresurer

Events →
- Annual Congress
- Rectors Conference
- Task Forces Events

Task Forces →
- eLTF
- BITF
- BencHEIT
- Interoperability

Marketing & Communications → ERAI
What we bring to the Community

- Deep understanding of national Higher Ed.
- Direct contacts with national institutions
- Knowledge of current and future needs
- Constantly looking for improvements
- Easier to create international collaborations
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What to do and Why

To speak with one voice and represent Europe

To identify common issues and work on them together

To cooperate with the EC for the development of EHEA
How do we do that?

Periodical online meetings?

Which are our priorities?

Workshops?

Any common issues?

What about CHEITA?

How do we cooperate?

Research, Analysis and Surveys?

A new Task Force?

…
Thank you!
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